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ABSTRACT

Based on the characteristics of 나】。correlation function of speech signal, the skipping technique can reduced 나“， 

computation time considerably with a little degra(必Don of sj^ech cjuaiity. 丁。improv? the speech quality of the skip 

pi ng technique, we use the reduced form of 나 correlation function to check the sign of the correlation value before 

the match score is calculated. The experimental results sliuw that t.his modified skipping technique can reduce the 

computation Lime m pileh search over 3「技'〃 compared with the traditi(；n;i! full search niethod without quality degr거 

dation.

요 약

CELP 一卩杲너에시의 피지기색이〕있이시. 勺싱시。이 산 e갇-;m] '빗*시  "성음이* 对入.十，I甲2 晉신의 시하:;'- /|외 

일으키'시 않으 Y! 서 피치召색에 罚&.하 세사낭料 彳이 "•니. 하시 따！때冨 양으I 상咀%을。上 "새대상피기長이 3 새에시 

제외되 이 음싱이 지하되二- 少穿 완친 히 ,!1- % 이다. 이用 하 다짐 + 卩 완하시 위해시 辫시이 상 g!T ••시 •件 이即힌 새선

된 스킵기弔을 세안한니-. 시I안 F 방用응 4존의 신제十색방用一卩나 시산닝异 35% 이상 "기5.시壬 ?「신이 시이- 일이나시 

않；: 나.

I. Introduction

Many potential applications for low bit rate speech 

coding algorithm demand good speech quality at a 

reasonable cost. The code excited linear prediction 

coding (CELP) has been a good alternative to pro

vide good speech quality at intermediate bit rate (4. 

8-9.6 kbps) [1,1. However, due to its large compu

tation complexity for high speech quality, it is im

possible to realize the real-time implementation on 

low-cost hardware (one or two general purpose digi

tal signal processing device such as DSP-16) in many 

applications such as a satellite^based mobile com

munication system. To overcome this problem, some 

researches have been proposed to reduce the compu

tation complexity in pitch search since pitch search 

needs large computation complexity along with the 

stochastic codebook search in CELP analysis ⑶ [6].

In [7], the skipping technique is a good method to 

reduce computation complexity considerably without 

degradation of speech quality. The idea of the skip

ping technique is to skip over the negative corre 

lation lags in the allowed full search range based on 

the characteristics of correlation function of speech 

signal. As shown in [7], with appropriate modificat

ions, the skipping technique reduced the computation 

complexity considerably compared with the full sear

ch method. However, in this simple skipping tech

nique, a little quality degradation of 0.3 dB is inevi 

table though it is not serious to be recognized.

In this paper, we proposed a modified skipping te 

chnique which maintains higher speech quality than 
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'he1 sinij)ki skipping teclnn(iue. using t!r:l recluccxi 

loI'in()1 i lie corrciation function proposed in this pa 

l)er. I he inodifieci skipping technique can avoid t he 

\vhole possibih'tv' tu skip the positivc(「()rr시ation lags 

m the simple skipping technique. The modified skip 

piuRr Uch门iq니e achic^vcd ove'r 35"〃 reduction in pitch 

searcli tmie wi!liout speech quality degradation com- 

piired with the traditional full search me나]od.

Il. Pitch Search in CELP Vocoder

CELP vocodc'r is mainly divided into two parts : the 

analysis j.)art and the synthesis pari. CELP analysis 

part consists of three basic functions : 1) short delay 

spectrum prediction, 2)long delay pitch search and 

3) random or stochast ic codebook search. While the 

spectrum analysis is performed once^ per frame by 

open-loop, Che codebook search and the pitch search 

are done 1 times per frame by closed-loop respect 

iv 이 y.

Pitch search is per formed based on analysis by 

synthesis technique. Pitch search is to select the op

timum pitch lag L and the pitch gain b for pitch pre

diction filter under 나]e criterion of minimizing the 

weighted mean squared error between the input 

speech and the synthesized speech. Pitch synthesis 

filter is given as

一i一 二-- 1--- , ⑴

P(.z) 1 —bz 1 '

where x(n) and yi(n} are the perceptually weighted 

input speech and the percept나ally weighted synthe

sized speech, respectively. The mean squared error 

(MSE) equation through pitch filter is

1 I p -1
MSE=—— 工-by! (n)(2) 

Lp «-()

] /.°T
=--  E (x(n) —bytn^L))-,
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where L/> is the length of a subframe and ]■'/.(”)is the 

synthesized speech for the given L. The objective is 

to choose L and b which minimize the MSE and this 

is equivalent to maximizing

厂一{Exy}~ 以)
£/. — - ---  , (3)

^■yy

i.B ■-1 i.e -1
where Exy = E x(n) yi (n), Eyy = S V/.(n) y/ (n).

n 0 h it

The optimum b for the given I. is found to'be

/： vvb; = —— . ( 1)
v..

In the conventional full search method, the corre 

lation is calc니lated exhaustively for every allowed 

value of L which ranges from 2() to 147 every sub

frame (1/4 frame). Then the lag L and the pitch gain 

b that niaximize are chosen for transmission.

HI. The Skipping Technique

According to the fact that the true pitch lag for 

voiced speech is always located at one of the positive 

peaks of the envelope in the correlation function I 8], 

it is preferable for pitch search to be done only on 

the restricted numbers of lags the correlation values 

of which are positive among all allowed lags, if poss 

ible. In QCELP, the optimum value of b is restricted 

to be positive, which means that the correlation Exy 

is positive [2]. This fact allows us to exclude such 

lags that may have the negative values of Exy from 

pitch search. The following properties observed in 

the correlation function of speech signal make it pos

sible in a simple way : (1) The envelope varies slowly 

for voiced speech, since the speech signal is highly 

correlated in a short interval. (2) The regions of po 

sitively correlated lags and the negatively correlated 

lags appear alternately. (3) The width of each region 

is almost invariant because the effect of the first for

mant of voiced speech is dominant. Based on the 

above properties, the width of each negatively cor

related region can be estimated easilty by counting 

the number of lags in each previous positively cor

related region. At the beginning of each negatively 

correlated region, by skipping over the following lags 

as many as the counted number, pitch search can be 

done only on the positively correlated lags without 

losing the positive peaks of the correlation function. 

This reduces considerably the computation com

plexity in pitch search without the degradation of 

speech number of each positive interval [7]. An ap

propriate value of d makes the skipped range larger 

without losing the peaks of the positive intervals.

IV. Skipping Technique with Reduced Form of 
Correlation Function

To obtained the sign of the correlation value with 

reduced computation, the reduced form of the corre
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lation function is used. This reduced form of the cor 

relation f니nction is defined as follows :

1 ；
hn I / —■ si n i si. h i. i -v 1 i d \ k i ■}. 3

In this equation, n and k are the indexes for the 

highest peak and the deepest valley m the speech 

signal. This equation can be derived from the fact 

the correlation value of the highest peak appears m 

as same manner as dial of tht*  entire signai. This is 

true in c거se of the correlation value of the deepest 

valley. Therefore, the correlation function obtained 

by the entire signal has the same features as that by 

only the highest peak and the deepest valley. Not to 

be affected by the impulse noise, the previous and 

the next one samples of the highest peak and the de 

epest valley are considered together in the equation. 

With this reduced form of the correlation function, 

the correlation value can be obtained with much re 

duced times of multiplication and sunimation. For ex 

ample, when the frame size is 60, the number of re

quired multiplication is reduced to 1/1() times com 

pared with that of the original correlation function.

To maintain high speech quality when the skipping 

technique is applied, the reduced form of the corre 

lation function is used. Regardless of the large com

putation reduction, the positive correlation pitch lags 

are sometimes skipped over together th the nega

tive correlation pitch lags when the skipping occurs. 

This results in speech quality degradation. Not Lu 

아＜ip over the positive region, when the correlation 

value is positive after the skipping occurs, the pitch 

search is performed backward until the negative cor- 

ielation value appears. Since- 나*'  decision often sign 

of the correlation v^ilue is performed by the reduced 

fornitlie corrciatiGr.. ?上::；jirocediire needs a little 

more computation. However, since the correlation 

values m the negative region are calculated by this 

reduced form of the correlation function, the entire 

computation load is reduced.

'、、. Experimental Results and Dtsc낞ssions

Five phoneme balanced Korean sentences are used 

as test data. ELach sentence is pronounced 5 tirnes by 

three male and two female speakers. Trie speech sig

na! is low-pass filtered at 3.4 kHz. 「'眼d at 8 kHz

and digitized with a 16 bits A/D converter. The 

frame size is 20 msec and each frame is divided into 4 

subframes. For spectrum analysis, the H)-th order 

autocorrelation LPC analysis is performed on every 

frame. The perceptual weighting constant is 0.8. The 

average required computation time of the proposed 

method for the test data is measured and compared 

with that of the traditional full search method. As an 

objective quality measure, the averr.ge segmental 

SNR (SEGSNR) is computed.

For the test data, the average number of occurring 

such errors that the signs of both the original corre

lation and the reduced form of the corr이ation func

tion are different is 6. However, those errors occur 

only around the pitch lags where the correlation 

value changes from positive to negative or vice ver

sa. Since their match scores are small, the optimum 

pitch can be exactly found without affected those 

errors.

For the skipping technique with the various values 

of d, the amounts of the reduced comp니tation and 

나leir values of SEGSNR are represented in Table 1. 

Also, the same experimental results for the skipping 

technique with the reduced form of the correlation 

function are presented in Table II.

As shown in both tables, the modified skipping te-

Table T . SF2GSNR and computation amount results for the conventional full search method and the simple skipping 

technique with varying the value of d.

Full Search Delta Search (7 = 0.8 d = 1.0 d = 1.5

SEGSNR (dB) H.92 11.47 11.90 11.87 11.81 11.25

Computation amoum (MIPS J 3.5 2.3 2.49 2.40 2.30 2.18

Table II. SEGSNR and computation amount results for the conventional full search method and the modified skip

ping technique with varying the value of d.

Full Search Delta Search d = 0.8 cZ-1.0 d=L2 d= 1.5

SEGSNR 11.92 11.47 11.92 11.92 11.92 11.92

Computation amount (MIPS) 3.5 2.3 2.25 2.20 2.12 2.02
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，二⑴ more nnpro\-e the speech quality with 

the reduced computation coinj)aied wit h t he sirnpk' 

skipping rcciHiique. /\(kiitional]y. the large value d is 

selected, the inort' reduced computation timc can be 

achieved. 7'his results from the fact that !he n(?ga 

live region car. be :skipped more perfectly v/r.r：； : 

value of d is larger.

VI. Con이니sions

From our experimental results, we conclude that the 

modified skipping technique can preserve high speech 

quality with reduced computation time over the tra

ditional full search method.

The simple skipping techni이uc may skip over the 

pitch lag during the skipping procedure. However, the 

modified skipping technique does not miss the opti 

mum pitch lag since the pitch search is performed 

for every positive correlation lag. Moreover, this can 

be done without increasing the computation load by 

using the reduced form of the correlation function.

Since the primary research goal is to find and de

velop a "near toll quality'*  speech coder to be used in 

a nationwide, satellite-based mobile communication 

system, the technique of interest is to maintain high 

quality at 4.8 kbps and operate acceptably in such a 

mobile communication environment which could be 

realized by using reasonable cost resources with low 

power dissipation. The experimental results show 

that the proposed algorithm is a good alternative for 

this purpose. The proposed algorithm is expected to 

be applied to any type of the conventional CELP 

coder without additional problem since it is simply 

derived from the conventional full search method.
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